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The Transbay Creative Music Calendar is a volunteer-
produced free monthly journal for non-commercial
creative new music in the San Francisco Bay Area. In
addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming
events, we publish articles and reviews about local
music and the people who create it. We talk about
a wide range of modern music, including: experi-
mental, improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, out-
rock, 21st century compositions, and sonic art. Each
month, 1000 copies of the transbay are mailed to
individuals and hand delivered to over 45 perform-
ance venues and public locations throughout the
Bay Area. Pick one up at the next show you attend!

Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive
and growing. Please send checks [payable to
"Transbay Music Calendar"] to: Transbay
Accounting, 545 Valle Vista #4, Oakland, CA  94610.

Please visit our web site or contact us directly for
more information about getting your FREE 
subscription, submitting content, listing an event,
advertising, viewing archives, or volunteering.
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Elliot Sharp played

next with his appletop and stick. There was

a tiny mousepad attached to his guitarstick

that looked cool but I don’t think it was

attached to anything. Some power chords

stuck underwater with some bees and

(continued on page 3)

t h e n
that hammer-on

technique that you would see Eddy
fan Hangover do applied to the stick (this
guy has l o n g fingers) and some
whacking with a steel rod showmanship.
I had to leave, it wasn’t as nearly as
challenging as the Bran(...)Pos/itive

umbillic life death scene I just saw.
Wet, dry, I take wet. Wet

twatface.

Kazuhisa Uchihashi ended his set
with a bang tonight. He started the last
piece with some delicate muted finger-
picking, doing some pretty melodic pat-
terns and falling into all kinds of cute
mini-sonatas as he traipsed around on
the fretboard (obviously the guy’s read
and absorbed the entire Guitar Encyclo-
pedia; during the course of the evening
he evoked the sounds of Joe Pass, Chet
Atkins, Dick Dale, Derek Bailey, and Fred
Frith (a whole lotta Frith), among others).
After several minutes of this he reached
over to his set of boxes laid out on a
piano bench, popped one of them with
his fist, and the whole shebang went
whoof down a chute into the booming
depths of an abandoned reactor. Strips of
poison metal were shearing off the walls
and clanging around on the floor, send-
ing feral cats scrambling and howling.
“Thank you,” he said quietly, as he cut off
the sound.

L: Jake aka Bran(...)Pos; R: Elliot Sharp aka E#

c h e c k  i t ! . . . w e ’ r e ,  l i k e ,  a  ‘ z i n e

Kazuhisa 
at Mills Songlines series, 10.28.02.  by Tom Djll

Uchihashi
Uchihashi gave us two performance

modes—guitar, and guitar + boxes. The gui-

tar pieces were generally more enjoyable.

No question Uchihashi’s a gifted musician

with a hyperdrive imagination and the

focus needed to make his creatures dance.

His guitar-centered pieces were neat and

well-packaged: one built around a hugely-

spaced booming loop, the drama height-

ened by his clenched hand pounding on

the guitar body; the other a light, rhyth-

mically swinging bit of ear-candy that

meshed looped chords versus food-ped-

alling in Reichian phasings. There was a

bit too much of the Reverb Monster in

evidence; it got in the way of the pretty

scenery sometimes, blurring the details.

I found that my enjoyment of the

guitar + boxes/randomizer pieces peaked

in the first piece and never fully recovered.

It’s a visual performance as well as a sonic

treat; you can’t help but watch as

Uchihashi’s right hand jumps all over 

buttons and switches, as if he’s playing

some form of electronic mumble-de-peg.

The sounds do a fancy trampoline act,

pedia; during the course of the evening 

Subotknucklesof the Mooned: 

Last night Bran(...)Pos played his littleguts out. Hardly anyone showed up withall the hoopla and newsburble, lastminute info for me anyhow/way. RiddlinScones at the opposite end of thecity..What gives? I’m so happy it hap-pened though. Up on the big CommunityMusic stage (why so few shows there??)like a school auditorium Bran(...)Poswent into flying whap traps of soundwith his first burst of vocal grunts whichbounced off of the computer andflapped back into his face. His face wasthat of POPEYE HAS TO POO!! NOW!!! Itwent from there into a Todd Dockstader/Tudor thing with sound effects climbingall over each other on skis made of synthtones. Each little cartoon hand wouldreach up and swing a hammer over itshead a few times konk itself and descendinto the abyss. Out of lasercannon fodderhe started a Larry Stooge and Stan Laurelpossession on his face. Electronic birdsstarted getting excited in the speakers.Crying synth sounds. Armabettingeddonbabooms swing on sky high jungle gyms.The audience is ready to burst out laugh-ing any second due to his face twitchesand “Experiencing technical cartoonattacks folks!! Aye yi yi!!!!”. Some moreswirling bungbugs slapping cards on fireinto the poker table. Each new soundreplaced by a new face. Swishing giantsgive handshakes to ghost elephants in acave of hoopfarts. It went on and on. Thegrin never left my face. You could recog-nize a pulse once in a while. It would goaway but the head on my neck kept onbobbing. After getting the syn waveskicked out of my head so many times andeven more facial expressions on the run itfinally died down to a quiet burble thrumto nothing. Bran cookies served from thestage. Sound and food!! What a deal. Hisnewest cd Twat/Face is fuggrin great. I can’t believe how great it is. Well I can,after his past six releases it’s pretty easyto see that this guy is going to eventuallyreplace Morton Subotnick with someSilverware Ankles on the Mood.
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is instantly yours. Kicks ‘n’ grins aside,
Uchihashi made some stirring music with his
daxophone, and incidentally not at all like
the music of its inventor. (I must say solo
daxophone is easier to take than a whole
Hans Reichel cd of multitracked choruses
of yelping dax divas, as delightful as that
can be — in small doses.) Uchihashi
offered up three pieces, on three differ-
ent dax attachments, each carved and
finished in the distinctive, elegant shapes
that Reichel favors. The third piece
traveled the farthest distance and
contained some astonishing moments, as
Uchihashi’s bow massaged some uncom-
fortably familiar moans and shrieks out
of the burnished wooden tongue. A new
language seemed to be dawning, the viscer-
al speech-grunts of a race of squat trolls,
hooting through hypertrophic adenoids.
The audience responded with a shower of
applause and some hoots of its own.

Postlude
At Oakland’s Black Box on the 

following night, Uchihashi was surrounded
by Henry Kaiser, Lukas Ligeti, and Fred
Frith, and he didn’t have a chance. To be
fair, the ever-musical Mr. Frith seemed to
be open to actually playing in a way that
would let everybody contribute and have
some fun, but a competing aesthetic com-
ing from Kaiser kept shoving everything
into an Agharta acid-funk bubble,
where it sort of grooved (mostly didn’t),
and didn’t go anywhere at all. Half an
hour into the first set, after rattling a
pick lost inside the body of his acoustic
guitar for several vigorous shakes, Frith
got up and left the stage (that’s called
“voting with your feet”), leaving the others
to bravely carry on, but nothing much
more happened.

During the second set, there was a
bit more agreement on the kind of
music to be made—loud electric rock
jamming—and Uchihashi got a few
good licks in. Kaiser dominated much of
the set, though, stepping forward to
take some weedly-weedly-wee solos
while Frith kept to the background,
adding some bass-pops and throwing in
the odd bits of subversion. The audience
voted with its feet, too, as several
wandered out amid the wailing,
wondering what had happened to such
a promising quartet.

Kazuhisa Uchihashi solo
(cont. from page 3)

city..

Bonban

Dr. Evil, rockstar



Uchihashi also had a daxophone
ready; its spindly tripod legs dominated
the stage-set, and probably a lot of people
were wondering what the hell it was and
what the hell he would do with it. It is
impossible to escape the novelty factor of
the daxophone. It’s rare, it’s exotic, and it
makes funny sounds: it’s the postmodern
Theremin. (Throw in some bass clarinet, a
sprinkle of goofus and a dash of banjo,
too.) You see how it works, which makes
you want to play it. Upon hearing the
plaintive, nasally coos and sighs it utters,
an irrepressible grin overtakes your face
and you really want to play the thing.
One stroke of the bow, and the audience

too: basically he’s got a main-plus-auxiliary-
loop set, the main looper thingy being
the focus of all the hand jive. He’d play an
unamplified skronk into the box, then
mangle it with speed variations and
noise-gates, then unleash the resultant
sound out of the box, it by now bearing
no resemblance to any guitar sound, and
maybe add in other sounds from the
other boxes. And so it rambled, making a
pleasant pastiche of free-associative 
electronic caterwauling. But after two or
three of these ruminations, my mind got
up and left.
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Kazuhisa Uchihashi solo
(cont. from page 1)

@ tuva space 3192 adeline berkeley ca
http://sfsound.org/acme.html
acme@sfsound.org  510.649.8744
8:15pm promptly  
$zero to $20 sliding scale
1 block from ashby bart

saturday december 7 8:15p

ACME Observatory
 contemporary music series

Fluxus

saturday december 14 8:15p

[Dec 1926 - July 2002]

Earle
Brown

An Evening of Seeing and Hearing

Featuring
Instrumental

and Tape
works:

Folio
Octet I

Centering
String Quartet

Celebrating the 50th Anniversary of 
Earle Brown's graphic score 

December 1952
  with
sfSound Group 
      and
Del Sol String 
   Quartet   

Join us for a 
special evening 

                                    of works by early 
Fluxartists including:
George Brecht, Dick

Higgins, Alison Knowles,
Takehisa Kosugi, and 

     La Monte Young.

earle-brown.org

Fri 11/29 8p 21Grand [449B 23rd St, Oak]
Vacuum Tree Head/Eveline Muller-Graf /Shloss

Sat 11/30 8p $10 CNMAT [1750 Arch, Berk]
India Cooke, Miya Masaoka, Joelle Leandre

Mon 12/2 8p $8 Hertz [UC Berk]
Works by Graduate Composers

Tue 12/3 8p $10 Mills [5000 MacArthur, Oak]
Joelle Leandre

Tue 12/3 8p $6 Black Box [1928 Telegraph, Oak]
Bilge/Radiolaria & Scott Hill Trio

Tue 12/3 8p First Congregational [Bancroft, Berk]
Empyrean Ens: Frank/Rhode/Marryman

Thu 12/5 8p $6-10 509CultCenter [509 Ellis, SF]
Scott Hill Trio

Thu 12/5 4.5p FREE Poetry Center [??]
Poetry, Music & Film with Summi Kaipa, Leon Lee,
Neil Straghalis, Jeff Chan & Kirthi Nath

Fri 12/6 8p $10/5 Meridian [545 Sutter, SF]
Joelle Leandre solo contrabass

Fri 12/6 8p St. Francis [610 Vallejo, SF]
Parallele Ens: Henze/Berio/Harrison/others

12/6&7 8.5 $20 Finger Palace [903 Cedar, Berk]
Torsten Müller & Paul Rutherford w/ G.Goodman

Sat 12/7 8.1p $zero-20 ACME [3192 Adeline, Berk]
FLUXUS: Brecht/Higgins/Knowles/Kosugi/Young

Sat 12/7 3-9p FREE Little Galloping Treasures Cafe, 
60 Golf Course Road [Pleasant Hill] 
AUDIBLE METHOD 3.1
Looney/Zitt/Unwoman/Beards/Romus’ SHATTER/etc

Tue 12/10 5.5p FREE Art Gallery [199 Kahn, Oak]
Dialogues with Hugh Livingston: Matt Volla

Tue 12/10 8p $6 Black Box [1928 Telegraph, Oak]
Colin Stetson with the Flying Tigers

Thu 12/12 8p $6-10 509CultCenter [509 Ellis, SF]
Dina Emerson + Dave Mihaly

Fri 12/13 8p 21Grand [449B 23rd St, Oak]
bEASTfEST: Phillip Greenlief - Joelle Leandre duo

Sat 12/14 8.1p $zero-20 ACME [3192 Adeline, Berk]
Earle Brown: 50th Anniversary of "December 1952"

Sat 12/14 5lowershop [992 Peralta, SF]
Brutal SFX Fest: Caroliner/DiMuzio/BranPos/others

Sun 12/15 7.5p $5-10 SIMM [116 9th, SF]
Emergency String Quartet

Wed 12/18 8p $6 Black Box [1928 Telegraph, Oak]
SleepytimeGorillaMuseum/Skeleton Key/V.T.Head

Thu 12/19 8p $6-10 509CultCenter [509 Ellis, SF]
Rent Romus' Shattered

Sun 12/29 6p Cato's [3891 Piedmont, Oak]
The Lost Trio

Mon 1/6 8p FREE strictly Ballroom [Stanford]
Gartner/Ingalls/Jones: Lachenmann/Xenakis/Ingalls
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Quick
Calendar
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